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In short: 
 
There is a specific technogenic uncanniness, more so in today‘s technosphere, 
even more due to learning systems. 
 
Today’s technosphere involves cunnings, dynamics/strategies of concealing and 
revealing, of deception and seeing through. 
 
Cunning, canny, and uncanny share these dynamics. Today, being outsmarted 
by/via “smart” systems is a prevalent human-machine relation. This is convenient, 
but risky.  
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Overview | The Uncanny Cunning of Systems 
 
1. Cunning  –  Cunning of Systems? 
2. Uncanny  –  technogenic uncanniness  
3. So what? 
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Cunning, ruse              (German: Die List) 
cunning (adj.): dexterous or crafty in the use of special resources (such as skill or knowledge) or in attaining an end; 
cunning (noun): dexterous skill and subtlety (as in inventing, devising, or executing), magic art 

 
M → E (means implies end – or – M leads to E) 

 
 

M := means E := end 

“M“ := means (apparent, 
perceivable, simulated) “E“ := end (apparent, 

perceivable, simulated) 
(M) := means (concealed) (E) := end (concealed) 
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The cunning 
 

M → E 
 
 

e.g. Troy - mechania of Menelaos: 
 
  E: save passage to Troy 
   M: sacrifice to Poseidon (Menelaos daughter) 
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The cunning    The cunning of reason („List der Vernunft“) – Hegel  
 
 
 

M1 → E1   M1 → (E2)”E1”  (M2) [“M1” → “E1”] → (E2)   
 

E1 is turned into an M to E2 
 

 
 
e.g. Troy – polymechania of the Polymechanos (Ulysses): 
 
  “E1”: save passage home 
   “M1”: sacrifice to Poseidon (wooden horse)  
 
     (E2): Infiltration of Troy 
      (M2): Military strategy (wooden horse) 

concealing E2 and 
simulating E1 assures 
the success of the 
cunning 
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The cunning    
 
 

M1 → E1      (M2) [“M1” → “E1”] → (E2) 
 

to transform E into M is an „act of force“ (Hegel) – „always as an end at the same time“ (Kant) 
 
„cunning of systems“:  
- when systems (or the people behind them) simulate ends – “E1” – in order to actualize other ends – (E2)   
- when they forcefully transform people’s ends or the people themselves (ends in itself) into means for 

other concealed ends without those people’s knowledge 
- being “outsmarted” like that by learning systems or via those systems  is a novel source of uncanniness  
- cunning systems submit people with an act of force, thus, evoking feelings of helplessness, uncanniness, 

amechania 
- that is: IF they are revealed: on demand or by accident – never as part of the cunning 
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Cunning of systems 
 
• Cunning as technique/techne (mechania) – cunning of 

technology? 
 

• Cunning: impose concealed ends 
• What would systems’ ends be? What do systems want?  
• People want something using technology to achieve it, 

using cunnings and cunning systems. 
 

• Are systems the cunning ones or are they part of the 
cunning? 
 
 

 
• Hypothesis: 
 Learning systems are part of the cunning,  precicely, 
part of concealing-revealing  mechanism cunning people 
use. 
 
 The best of this cunning - it is selfdestroying  (if people 
take E2 as their real E1 in the  first place). 
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Uncanny 
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canny: careful and shrewd in one's actions and dealings, clever and cautious; knowing, savvy, 
sharp, sharp-witted, smart 
 
uncanny: strange and difficult to explain, characterized by apparently supernatural wonder, 
horror, etc., beyond what is normal or expected; (Unheimlich, not homely) rough and harsh, non-
convenient 
 
On the one hand: 
Learning systems, smart technology, “Smart Everything” reduce the potential of uncanniness. 
Comfort is a prevalent design directive. 
e.g. Smart Homes learn the habits, tastes, preferences of their users and make the house cozy, 
convenient. Have it without lifting a finger, just say the wake-word! 
 
On the other hand: 
the technosphere becomes opaque due to technological autonomy, far reaching 
interconnectedness, non transparent processes, complex background relations etc. thus, creating 
new technogenic potential for uncanniness 
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Uncanny: reveal – conceal – deception – insight – perception  
 
- ‘intellectual doubt of the animation (having a soul) of an entity, living or not’ (Ernst Anton Jentsch hat 

1906 in Zur Psychologie des Unheimlichen) 
 

- famously treated by Sigmund Freud 1919 Über das Unheimliche: ‘the uncanny is that kind of 
frightening that is based on the well-known’ 
 

- referring to F. W. J. Schelling: ‘uncanny is called everything that should have remained concealed, in 
secrecy, in latency, but was revealed/ but appeared/ showed itself’ 
 

- Feud: ‘We know the preconditions of the scene, we do not share the (protagonists) mistake 
(misconception, German: Irrtum), which is why what has to seem uncanny for him (the protagonist) 
appears to us unwillingly funny.’ 

 → funny vs. uncanny depends on the insights into the preconditions of perception 
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Cunning and uncanny share the dynamic of concealing and revealing 
 
- can (being able to, know how to) 

- uncanny, canny, cunning 
- someone who uses techniques, strategies, cunnings, mechania is able to acchieve more, has more 

know-how 
- “Someone who is cunning has the ability to achieve things in a clever way, often by deceiving 

other people.” (Collins Dict.) 
 

- uncanny is  
- the lack of cunning, the lack of means to actualize an end 
- the lack of mechania – amechania (helplessness, “cunninglessness”) 

 

- the success of a cunning, of the actualization of an E2 
- depends on the deception about the means-transformation of E1 
- depends on the not knowing of the preconditions of the scene, on the not sharing of the mistake 
 

https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/ability_1
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/achieve
https://www.collinsdictionary.com/dictionary/english/clever
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Uncanny 
 
- intellectual doubt of animation (Jentzsch): spheres of no-doubt – doubt – certainty 

 
- animism (Freud) 

- omnipotence of thoughts 
- narcissistic self-overestimation 
- technique of magic 
- overemphasis of psychic reality and underemphasis of material reality  

- animists think of the entire world as potentially animated (may the force be with you), 
generalizing the doubt sphere, thus expanding the sphere of the potentially uncanny 
 

- digitalization is an animist dynamic – thus, digitalization expands the potentially uncanny 
- being in doubt whether you are actualizing a chosen end E1 or you are actually contributing 

to an imposed end E2 of some hidden (but about to appear) entity – is a source of 
uncanniness 

- Alexa, order, play, switch, close… 
- selfie, profiles, likes, friends, filter-bubble,… 

- Open Sesame – OK, Google,… 
- digitalization, virtualisation,… 
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So what? 
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Good Cunnings – Bad Cunning 
 
- where the misconceptions (of preconditions, animation, E2,…) and cunnings are not recognized, where the 

concealed is not revealed, the effect of uncanniness does not occur, there is no intellectual doubt  
→ is not this the prevalent human-machine relation: being conveniently unknowingly outsmarted? 
 

- the cracks in the concealment are inevitable and numerous, the revealing glimpses are normal accidents 
- the mere amount of concealment, cunning, deception in ever more and almost every part of our lives 

constitute an enormous potential for uncanniness 
 

- uncanny is 
- where the underestimated matter “speaks up” in the virtual and smartphones explode in our hands 
- where unexpected wish-denial of assistive systems leaves the then unassisted in doubt about the help-

expectations 
- where the cunning people (using technology) sense their own outwitting 
- where the goal-setting (E1, autonomous) individuals begin to see their serving role as a means (to an 

obscure E2) 
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Techno-uncanniness 
 
- the are many structural similarities between canny and cunning or between uncanny and being outsmarted 

 
- many current technological dynamics are enlarging the potential of uncanniness   

 
- we and our chosen ends/goals are on a regular basis forcedly transformed into serving as a means to 

another goal 
 

- Techno-uncanniness: 
- Techno-animism – Smart (and responsive) Everything 
- Techno-narcissism – digital kaleidoscopes  
- Techno-doubles – same (data twin) and resembling (unified) examples of a type 
- Techno-magic – efficacious thoughts (BCI) and words 
- Techno-idealism – virtualization, anti-materialism 
 
Techno-uncanniness is not like the non-techno version Freud reflects upon a things that kids grow out of 
through sufficient world contact, but a technospheric reality and about to intensify. 
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Against being outwitted, doubt is paramount. For the uncanny doubt is constitutive.  

 

Doubt, however,  

- of the dazzling illusions and simulations of the technosphere,  

- of its purposes/ ends,  

- of the staged front-end,  

- and alleged personal focus,  

is also a first step to overcome the equally constitutive errors, fallacies and deceptions. 

 

The feeling of uncanniness therefor can be seen as a first symptom or an alarm signal, not to run 

before violent frightening entities appear, but to actively tear open the revealing cracks in the 

concealments, thus ending the cunnings and the uncanny likewise. 
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THANK YOU! 
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